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Platner Style: Wire Frame Round Dining Table - Base Only
Inspired By: Warren Platner Round Dining Table - Base Only

 

DESCRIPTION

(Note: This listing is for the Platner dining table base only. If you would like the table with that glass top, please check 
out our main product listing here: MC-6501.) 

Part of the Platner Collection, our dining table is inspired by Platner’s designs from 1966 is an elegant addition to your 
dining room. This iconic piece features steel rods to form the curved table base. Mr. Platner, who worked in the firms 
of Eero Saarinen and Kevin Roche in the early and mid-1960"s, introduced his collection of chairs, ottomans and 
tables in 1966. Known as the "Platner Collection", in the original design, each piece glass rests on a sculptural base 
of nickel-plated steel rods resembling a shiny sheaf of wheat. Platner designed both the structure and the production 
method for these designs, forming his primary contribution to the mid-century modern furniture movement and is still 
an enduring icon of 1960"s Modernism. 

While this is a very sturdy base and hold a lot of weight, if you are considering using for your own top, we recommend 
a minimum diameter of 54 inches (to have adequate leg room) and a maximum diameter of 60 inches (unless you 
plan on securing the top with some sort of bracket). This base is not suitable for a marble or granite top due to the 
weight is too much.

Dimensions:
Top Diameter: 34 inches
Bottom Diameter: 20 inches
Height: 28.75 inches
Weight: 110 lbs

Item No.: MC-96501-BASE

Product Category: Dining Tables

Designer: Warren Platner

Table Category: Dining Tables

Table Top Style: Glass Top

Product Group: platner tables

Modernism Style: Mid-Century Modern

Product URL: https://www.modernclassics.com/store/pc/Platner-Style-Wire-Frame-Round-Dining-Table-Base-Only-6p19582.htm
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